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YANG-MILLS AND DIRACFIELDS
IN THE MINKOWSKISP~CE-TIME
'. . I , t'
Günter Schwarz* and J~drzej Sniatycki
" Abstract I' . " ' '
An existenceand uniqueness theorem for the Cal!lchy.problem forthe evol~tion com-
ponent of the coupled Yang-Mills and Dirac equationsl in the Minkowski space is proved in
a ?obolev space for the temporal gauge condition. The constraint set C is shown' to be a -
smooth submanifold of P preserved by the evolution. ,
The Lie algebra gs(P)of infinitesimal gauge symmetries of P is identified. Its topology
is of Beppo Levi type. The groupGS(P) of gauge sy~metries is of Lie type; its topology
is induced by! the topology of its Lie algebra. c'
The constraint equations define a c10sed ideal gs:(P)o of gs(P). It generates a c10sed
connected subgroup GS(P)o of GS(P), which is showh to act properly in P. The reduced
" - .' ~
phase space is thespace of GS(P)o orbits in the constraint set C. It is a smooth quotient
manifold of C endowed with an exaCt symplectic fonl ' "
.•. The quotient group GS(P)/GS(P)o is isomorp~ic to the structure group Gof the
theory. Its action in the reduced phase space is Hartliltonian. The associated conserved
quantities are colour charges. Only the charges codesponding tb the centre of the Lie
algebra gs(P)/ gs(P)o admit weIl defined local charge densities.
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1. Introduction.
An understanding of thequ~ntum theory of a physical system 'is greatly facilitated by
t~e kriowledge of the classical phase space of the sys~em. The preserit state of knowledge
of classical Yang-Mills theory, comprehensively reviewed in [1]' consists of an impressive
array of results obtained under a great variety of ~s~mptions. A systematic study of the
theory under a consistent set of assumptions is lackin~. This paper ciims at filling this gap,
,at least partially,for miriimally interacting Yang-Milis and Dirac fields in the Minkowski
"space-time. "I .
The main stage of the Hamiltonian formulation pf,field theory is its ,extended phase,
space. Its choice determines the rest of ,the structure of the theory. Let us consider criteria
we 'could use in order to make a "correct" choice. A~ obvious criterion is absence of the
I " '
second class constraints, [Q,3]. Since the extended phase space consists of the Cauchy data
für the field equations, we. require the e~istence and: uniqueness theorems for the evolu-
tion equations. Moreover, gauge invariance implies uniqueness of solutions up to a gauge
transformation, hence the uniqueness results,require ~n imposition of a gauge condition.
, Thus, an extended phase space depends on thJ choice of the Cauchy surface, the
choice of a gauge condition,' and the.choice of the fuhction space in which we can prove
-the existence and uniqueness theorems. Existence andl uniqueness problems for the fuHset
of Yang-Mills equations inthe Minkowski space-time have been studied in several'papers,
[4-8]. vVeshall use the phase space of [6]and [9], w~iCh we enlarge to include the Dirac
fields. I
I
, ' Let G be' the structure group of the theory, pre~ented as a matrix group, and 0) its
Lie algebra: vVe assume that G is compact, connectßd and ihat 0) is endowed ,vith an'
ad-invariant met~ic. The usual (3 + 1) splitting of Minkowski space lR 4 = IR xIR 3 leads
to the splitting of the Yang-Mi1lsfield '
A~ ~ (Ao,A) (1.1)
into the scalar potential Ao and the vector potential A = Aidxi. We choose the temporal
gauge condition
Ao =0',. (1.2) ,
It leads to a representation of the field strerigth F~v in terms of the "electric" field Eand '
the "magnetie" fiek! B with eomponents . . . I .
, Bj = !E/l Fkl = (curl A)j + fAx, Al) , (1.3)
where weuse the Euclideanmetricin IR3 to identify vJctor fields and fornis, and x denotes
the cross product;
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I
. The fie'td equations split into the evolution equa~~ons,
GtA = E,
8tE = .curlB -'- [Ax, B] -H j ,
/ Gt'I! = ~,O(,j Gj + im + ~jAj )'I!,
and the constraint equation
divE+ [A;E] =j~.
(1.4)
(1.5)
(1.6)
(1. 7)
Here A, E, and I3 aretreated as time ,dependent vettor fields on IR 3 with values in the
structure algebra OJ of the theory, and 'I! is a time d~pendent spinor field with values in
the space of the fundamental representation of G. Mdreover [A; EJ means the Lie algebra
bracket contracted over the vector indices. The sourcJ terms are given in terms of a basis
{Ta} 0'£ the Lie algebra OJ by '.
and (1.8)
(1.11)
In order to handle the non-linear terms in the evolution equations we choose A and 'I!
in the Sobolev space H2(IR 3), and E in H1(IR 3), [10]1Hence, we are lead to the exterided
, phase space i' ,
P = {(A,E, 'I!)IA E H2(IR3), E E H1Cm3), 'I! E H2(IR3)} , (1.9)
in which we'establish the existence and uniqueness of sblutions of the Yang-Mills and Dirac
system give~ bY:Eqs. (1.4) - (1.7).lt is endowed with a one form Odefined by .
. (e(A,E,W)I(6A:6E:6~))~ !R,(EOI6A+wt6W)d3X' ° ° (1.10)
where, E . 8A means the. contractIOn m both,the vector and ~he Lle algebra mdices. The
exterior differential of 0 I
w= dO
is a weakly symplectic form on P.
Followingthe approach of [11]' we define the group GS(P) of gauge symmetries of the
. I •phase space P as a connected group of gauge transformatIOns " , '
I '
A f-t cjJAcjJ-l+ cjJgradcjJ-l, E f-t cjJEcjJ-l., W f-t cjJ'I! , (1.12)
""here cjJis a map from IR 3 to the structure groüp G, lhich preserve P.
I
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The infinitesimal action of the elements ~ of the Lie algebra gs(P) of GS(P) is given by
, I "
" I
I
AHA - DAS, E ~ E -:- [E,S], W ~ W -+ SW , (1.13)
where
DAS = gradS + [A,S] (1.14) ':
is the, covariant differential of S ~ith respect to the cohnection defined by A. It gives rise
to a vector field SP on P sw:h that
- 8 8 - 8
- SP,(A, E, w) =-(D AS) 8A - [E, s:J 8E + SW8w . (1.15)
The topology ofgs(P) is determined by the requirlment that fhe action (1.14) should
-preserve P and be continuous. We show that I -
I
, . 'gs(P)'={s:IR3~q]lgradSEIH2(IR3,q])}, (1.16)'
so that gs(P) is the intersectiOI;t of three Beppo Levi spaces, [12]. Following [13] we topo- '
logize gs(P) ,by the norm ' 1
.. . II~115' ~ L, 1~ld3X+ IIgra1~IIR' , . .. (1.1 :)
where '11 . IIH2 is the norm of the Sobolev H2(IR 3), and BI is .the unit ball in IR 3 centred
- , I
at theorigtn. I
The topology of the Lie algebra gs(P) induces al topology of the group GS(P), cf. '
[4,14]. With this topology GS(P) is a group of Lie type, that is the exponential map maps
a neighbourhood of zero ,in gs(P) homeomorphicallyolnto a neighbourhood of identity in
GS(P). Moreover, the action (1.12) is continuous and proper, which ensuresthe existence
of slices, [15,16]. - _ " ",'
_. .' I "
The action of GS(P) preserves the 1-Jorm B, Eq. (1.10). Hence, it is Hamiltönian with
" . I
,the equivariant momentum map J : p.--:+ gs(P)' such 1tat
. ... . (J(A, E, iJ!)I~) = (BI<p(A, E, iJ!)) -J",(~r.DA< + iJ!t~iJ!)d3X , (1.18)
, where gs(P)'denötes the (topological) dual ofgs(P). ]for each S E gs(P), the momentum
corresponding to S is a function JE,: P --:+IR, giv~n by I" _ "
" JE,(A,E,w) = (J(A, E, 'lVls) . (1.19)
Its Hamiltonian vector field coincides with the vector field SP giving the infinitesimal action
of S in P, , - I '
SP J w = dJE,. I ' (1.20)
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Integrating by parts on the right hand side of Et{ (1.18) we obtain
. (J(A,E, w)I~) = !Di' (divE + [A; EJ)~ +wt~l )d3X -.t nE~ dS ,
where
(1.21)
. r . nE ~dS == lim r n,E{ dS . .- (1.22)
1s<, T-+OO 1s<,
. 00 r I, .
is the flux of the normal component of E{ through the sphere at spatial infinity. Siuce
W t ~w = -:-jO ~ the constra~nt eqUation (1.7) is equival~nt to
(J(A, E,w)lü = -1 nE ~ dSV ~ E gs(P) .
. . Soo . .
(1.23)
The constraint set of the theory consists' of all Cauchy data in P satisfying the con-
straint equation, . I
C = {(A,E,w) E PI divE+ [A,E] = jO}. (1.24)
. I
I •
It is a smooth co-isotropie submanifold of P preserved by theevolution. We define
. . gs(P)o = {( E gs(P)I(J(A, E,w)lü - o[ \I (A, E,w) E C} . . (1.25)
As shown in [11]' gs(P)o is a closed ideal in gs(P). Using the results of [13]' we will show
that gs(P)o is the closure in the norm (1.17) of the spJce of smooth, compactly supported
maps from IR 3 t~ 0, and gs(P) has a decomposition I,
,
gs(P) . gs(P)o EI:!0 I'. (1.26),
where 0 is interpreted as the spaces of constant maps from IR 3 to the structure algebra.
GS(P)o js' the closed connected subgroup of GS(P) with the Lie algebra gs(P)o.
Its action In P is Hamiltonian with the moment um map Jo : P -'+ gs(P)~ given by the
composition of J : P -'+ gs(P)' with the dual of the irlclusion map of gs(P)o Into gs(P).
By construction, cf. (1.25), the constraint set C is the~e:ro level of Jo,
. . . C ~ Jo1(0). I
The reduced phase space is the spaceP of GS(P)9 orbits in C,
(1.27)
" ~p.c/GS(P)o. I .. ~ (1.28)
We show that P is a Hausdorffmanifold and the projection map p: C -'+ P is a submersion.
The restrietions of forms () and w to C push forward t~ forms iJ and w on P, respectively,
that is I * ~ .
.()IC = p*iJ andwlC Ip w . (1.29)
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Moreover,w is aweakly symplecti6 form on P, and
',' ,', 'I w =dB . I ',.. (1. 30)
Thus, the reduced phase space.of the theory is a symplecticmanifold with anexact sym-
plectic form. ~
... On the constraint set C the evolution equations aJreHamiltonian with H given by the
usual ~xpression . ...[. " .,
H=JJR3 (!(E. E +B; B) + Wtl(rk(i8k ~ Ak) +m)w )d3x .(1.31)
Since the Hamiltonian H is inv~iiant under the acjiönof GS(P)o, it follows that its
restriction to C pushes forward to a functi~n H on the reduced phase space P, that. is
HIC=p*H. (1.32)
. .
The field equations in the reduced phase' space are Hahliltonian, with respect to the weak
symplectic form W, with Hamiltonian H. !" .
The subalgebra gs(P)o is an ideal in,gs(P). It fo lows that GS(P)o is anormal sub-
• I . ,
group of GS(P). The quotient group : . -
. '., - , . I .. '
Colour(P) = GS(P)jGS(P)o (1.33)
_.' . , I .
acts in the reduced phase space P, and this action is Hamiltonian. For each [~lin the Lie
algebra.' I . , . ..
, colour(P)=. gs(P)/ gS(f)o , (1.34)
the corresponding conserved quantity is the colour charge j[~]. Given jJ EI> and [~l E
colour(P),
I,
satisfy:Iocal Poisson bracket relations. If Cis not in the centre of q], we cannot construct
a corresponding gauge invariant colour charge densit~ which would satisfy loc~l Poisson
bracket relations. Upon quantization, such a colour charge density cannot be considered
to be an observable', since it would violate the localit~ axiom of Quantum FieldTheory,
[17].. " " I .
This paper is organized as folIows. In Section 2 we prove the existence and uniqueness
'theorems for the evolution equations in our phasesJace P. Section 3 is devoted to t.he
study of the gauge symmetry group. Constraints and Jeduction are)discussed in Section 4.
Dynamical variables are considered in Section 5., I '
!
I
1
2. Existence and uniqueness results., .
To study of evolution equations we use the Helmholtz decomposition of vector fields
in the Sobolev space H S (IR 3),
'I
I
, X=XL+XT I
where XL is the longitudinal, and XT is the transve~sle part of X, i.e.
(2.1)
curlXL = ° and divXT = ° .. (2.:2)
XL and XT are uniquely determined by div X and cUDlX, respectively. For details see the
Appendix. ,
. Following th~ approach öf Eardley and Moncri.ef, 6], we solve the constraint equation
and obtain a curi-free field EC E H' (IR '), dependingin A, E and W,such that ,
divEC{A,E, '11) =wt(I0Ta)WTa - [A;E] . ' (2.3)
Since the longitudinal part EL of E is uniq~elY'deterJined by the divergence of E, we can
replace EL in Eq. (1.4) by EC (A, E, '11) a~d obtain
8tA = EC (A, E, w) + ~T . (2.4)
I '
The system (2.3), (2.4), (1.5), and (1.6) is equivalent ~o the original system (1.5) - (1.7).'
Linearizing the evolution'equations (2.4), (1.5) and (1.6), and splitting A and E into
their longitudinal and transverse components, we obtain
where
d [AL] [0]
dt EL = ° d [AT] , · d, dt ET == T(AT,~T) , dt W= 1JW,
I
T(AT ET) , [01
.' , . ß °
and 1Jw = --lhj8j + im)W .
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(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
. . (W,~)D = (w, ~h21' . (2.13)
Th~ linearized dynamics for the longitudinal comp6nents is trivial. The time evolutions of
the transverse part and the Dirac field is determined by the operators T and V,respectively.. ,
I
We shall stu~y the linearized equations in the Hilbert
l
spa~es
. HL = ((AL,EL) E H2(IR3) ~ H1(IR3)} ,
HT = {(AT, ET) E H1(IR3)J L2(IR3)}',
. I
HD '? {w E L2(1R 3)~ ,
endow:ed with the scalar products I:"
. . L L - L- L .. L - L L - L .. ((A ,E ),(A,E )h = (A ,A )H2 + (E ,E )Hl ,
. ((AT,ET),(AT,ET))r=(AT,AT)11+(ET,ET)L2'
!
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2:10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
; I
(2.14)
Proposition 2.1 .
The operator T with domain
. . 'i Dy = ((AT;/ET) E H2(IR3) * H1(IR3)}, I.
is the generator of a continuous group of transformations in HT'
Proof.
'Consider firs.t the operator
. - rO 1 ] I _
. ," '. T lß 0 i " . .,' , . ,(2.1~)
on the full space H1(IR 3)X L2(IR 3) with domain H2(lR 3) x H1 (IR 3). It is the infinitesimal
generator corresponding to tp.e wave equation. By staJdard arguments, [18]. we infer that
T is dissipative, and that I
range(T ->..I) = H1(IR,3) x L2(IR3) and ker(i - >..I) = {O} (2.16)
, . ' i ' ,
for some >.. -> O. For each pair of transversal fields ~XT, yT) E HT there exists some
(A, E) C H2(IR3) x H1(IR 3) such that .' I
. ' (i - >..I)(A,E) = (XT, rT). (2.17)
I. ....,- - - - -L
Since ß maintains the Helmholtz decomposition of (A, E) = (AT + AL, ET + E ),' this
i~li~th~ I
(AL, EL) E ker(T - >..1) = {O} . (2.18)
Therefore, since T = iIDr,.
range(T - >..I) = range (i - >"I~IDT = HT .
8
I "
(2.19)
,....-------~~~-----~-----------_._------- -----:-._~~,.~- ..~-; - ~,...,-~--
M?reover,T is dissipative on the Hilbert spa~e HT' Th~n t~e Lum~er-Phillip~ theorem im-
phes that T generates a one parameter semlgroup of ~ontmuous transformatIons exp( tT) ~
, Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.2.
, (i) rr:he operator V, with domain
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)
is the generator of a continuousgroup 'of (unitary) transformations exp(tV) in HD.
(ii) exp(tV) restriets to"a group üf contimious transformations in the Hilbert space H2(lR 3).,
Proof. , ' ' . "' ,I ' '
, (i) vVeknow £rom [19] that the operator V with domain DD is skew-adjoint in HD. Thus,
V generates a group exp(tV) ofunitary ttansformatiobs in HD' "
(ii) The operator V : H1(IR3)-+L2(IR3) is continuous, and its square
V' = ~ - m' :H'(JR3) ~ L'(JR3)
, I , ,
is continuous and elliptic. With the elliptic apriori estimate this implies that
. G,IIV'wIlL' ~ IIwIlH' ~ C,(lIv'wiIL' + IIwIlH') . ., ' , I
Moreover, from the identity ,i,yk = _8ik + t [,i, ,kJ, ¥(e obtain
3' ,
,IIvwIII2 =L lIojwIII2 '- A(W)i + ~211w1II2
j=l' ,
, I
(2.23)
3 '
2A(W) =L([,j"k]OkW,8jW)p . (2.24)
j,k=l ,I',
Integration by parts shows that A(w) vanishes for a11W in COO(IR3) nHl(IR3). Thus, by
a density argument, A(w) = 0 for a11w E Hl(IR3). T1erefore' .
C311Vwllvi :::; IlwllHl :::;C411VwllL2 (2.25) ,
, 'I,
(2.27)
Q.E.D.
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The results obtained up to now are summarized belm~.
Corollary 2.3
The operators T and D de£lne a linear operator
S = OEB TtJ) 'D
'---~------~~'-"~---- ,-- --'.-,
(2.28)
in H = H£ X HT X HD with domainD = H£ x DT X DD, which generates a one
parameter group exp(tS) of continuous transformations in H. The action'of exp(tS)
in H preserves the domain D of S.The extendedl phase space P, de£lned by (1.9), is
a dense subspace of D"and itis preserved by ex~(tS); The restriction of exp(tS) to
P is a continuous one param.eter group U (t) of cob.tinuous transformations in P,
, '- ", I. ,
U(t) = exp(tS)lp : P ----t P such that (A, E, w) 1-+ U(t)(A, E, w) . (2.29)
(A(t), E(t), w(t}) = U(t)(A, E, w) is the\ unique sJI~ti~n of the linear evolution equa-
tions (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) with initial condition (lA, E, w). ' , '
Having solved the linearized problem, we return t<pthe fuH set of evolution equations.
With
(A, E, w)t := (A(t), E(t),W(t)) ,
we can rewrite Eqs. (2.4), (1.5), (1.6) in an abstract fdrm as
- - d ' ,I, -
dt (A, E, w)t = S(A, E, w)t - F((A, E, w)t) ,
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
- (2.33)
where F descrihes the nonlinearity of the theory. We splitthe ~onlinear term F = FYM +
Fe into the' pure Yang-Mills part FYM and the coupling part Fe describing the interactio~
between the Yang-Mills£leld and the Dirac £leId, wheik ' ' - ,
, " _; .' . I, .
FyM(A, E, w) - (E (A, E, w) , -[Ax, B] - curl [Ax, A] , 0) ,
Fe(A, E, w) = (0; j; _,O,j AjW) .
Here Band j aregiven by (1.3) and (1.8), respectively. In order to solve the system (2.31)
we apply the method of nonlinear semigroups, cf. [21]. It requires the knowledge oIsorne
analytic prope~ties of the nonlinearity. - I
I
Proposition 2.4
F maps P 10 P, and is eonlinnou~, Lipsehilz and IsmOOlh wilh respeel 10 lhe norm
II(A, E, w)lI~ = IIAII~2+ IIEII~'l+ Ilwllt~ . (2.35)
I
!
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(2.37)
l
I
This result was proved for the pure Yang-Mills part :FYM of :F in (6), and for the
coupling term :Fe it was' established in [22]. (The proöf given there under bag boundary
conditions literally generalizes to IR 3.) This enables us ito infer the. existence and uniqueness
of solutions ofminimally coupled Yang-Mills and Dinlc equations from the corresponding
results for' nonlinear ,semigroups, which can be sumrJarized as follows : If S generates a
one parameter semigroup on P, and :F : P ~P is LiJschiti, then, for each initial data in
P, the dynamical sys~em (2;31) has a unique solutioni, [23]. Thus, we have
,ThE;!or,em 2.5. "
Forevery initial condition (A, E, w) E'P -ofgauge and matter fields in IR 3, there exists
a unique continuous curve (A(t), E(t), w(t)) in Ij satisfying the 'modified Yang-Mills
and Dirac equations (2.4), (1.5)and (1.6). This time evolution is welldefined for all
t E [O,T), where the maximal time of existence T IE (0,00] is determined by the)nitial
condition. . " - _:,.
It has :been established in [6]' that this evolutio~ preserves the constraint equation
(1.7), and that the modified evolution equations (2.4), (1.5) and (1.6), and the original
equations (1.4) through (1.6) coincide on solutions of ithe constraint equation. '
. • O.bserv~ that the ~odified tir~le evolution ofthel Yang-Mills-Dira~ system d~scussed
here glves flse to local dlffeomorphlsms of the phase space P. To see thlS, we conslder the
map
, .' .' 't ' '
, (A, E, w)~ (A"E, W)t ='U(t)(A, E, w) +1 U(t - s):F((A, E, w)s)ds . ' (2.36)
Differentiation tbis map in thedirection of an arbitraJ vector (bA, bE, b'l() in P we obtain
((A,E,W),(bA,bE,bW)) f-----+" ,
U(t)(bA, bE,ßW) + lU(t - s)D(.F((A, j;::, w).))(bA, bE, bw)ds ,
which is continuous, since :F is smooth. A corresponding argument for the higherderivatives
implies that' the time evolution (2.36) is smooth. Since ~he dynamics is reversible, this shows
that it is a local diffeomorphism. It should beemphasized that this local diffeomorphism is
not a symplectomorphism. The obtained evolution is Hamiltonian only on the constraint
set.
3.,Gauge symmetries.
The group GS(P) of gauge symmetries of the ~hase space P consists of the gauge
transformations (1.12) which preserve the extended~hase space P. The action 6fits Lie
algebra gs(P) is given by (1.13). Since the Yang-Mil~s potentials A in P are of Sobolev
dass H2(JR 3), it follows from' (1.14) and (1.15) with A = 0 that ~ E gs(P) only if
,I
i
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(3.5)
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.7)
'(3.4)
and its action in P is continuous.
I
I
I
I . . .
grad ~ E H2 (JR 3, q]). Thus, 9s (P) is contained J the interseetion of three Beppo Levi
spaces, . .. I .
3 I .
gs(P) ~n BLm(L2(IR3,0))) ,
m=l .\
. where BLm(L2(IR 3,0))) is the space of O)-valueddist,ributions on IR 3 with square integrable
partial derivatives of order m, cf. [12]. The space ßLl(L2(IR3, 0))) has decomposition of
Aikawa type [13],' . I .
BLI (L2(IR 3,0))) = Hl(IR 3,0)) (f) 0) ,
I
see also Lemma A.1 of the Appendix. Here 0) is interpreted as the spaces of constant maps
from IR 3 to the structure algebra. For the intersecti0n of thn3e Beppo Levi spaces we write
. . I
3 I
B3 (IR 3, 0)) := n BLm (lJ} (IR 3, O)J) .
m:::::l I'
, This space is topologized by thenorm I
. . '. . . I "
1I~1163~ r 1~ld3X + IIgtad ~IIH2 .
lBll
As snown in Proposition A.2 of the Appendix, the ~ecomposition (3.2)implies that
. . . I . . .
B3(IR 3,0)) = H3(IR 3, Oj)(f) 0).
I . .
:rherefore each ~E gs(P) splits .uniquely into I
~= ~o+ ( where .~O'E H3(~3,q]) and ( E q] . (3.6)
By the Sobolevembedding theorem ~o is in Cl (IR.f, 0)), so that all ~ E B3 (IR 3, 0)) are
, continuous maps from IR 3 the structure Lie algebra P7 with continuous first derivatives.
Proposition 3.1 . I
. . . 3 3' \
gs(P) = B (IR ,0)9 , .
I
\
I
I
I
\
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,
, ,
I
I
-~-l
i
---,- .------.- "' -" •....•.,._, c -~~. --.-.--~--. - T
I
I
I
Pro~ . .' \
, Since ß3 (IR 3, q]) C Cl (IR 3, q]) we can estimate
" I
, II[A,~]IIH2 :S 211~IIL111AIIH2
, II[E,~]IIHI :S 211~11L'>9I1Elltl (3.8)
I ' '
lI~wllH2:S Ilfllv06llwllt2 "
- ' . . I '
, Moreover, II~IIL''':>S CII~IIß3,by Proposition A.2. This impliesthat the infinitesimal action
of ~ E ß3(IR3,q]) given by (1.13)preserves P, so that ß3(IR3,q]) ~ gs(P). This, and the
inclusion (3.1) implies (3.7). The estimates (3.8), then also ensure the continuity of the
action. I Q.E.D.
SinceH3 (IR 3, q]) is the closure of the set of '~ompactly supported maps in the H3
topology, it follows from (1.23) that for all~o in thJ H3(IR 3, q])-component of gs(P) ,
, I " I .
, -'. ;. .' (J(A, E, w)l~o) .1 0 . _ (3.9)
if.(A,.E, ~) E C. Let gs(P)o be the ideal defined..b~l.the ~onstraints, E~. (:j..27).Then Eq.
(3.9) lmphes that gs(P)o ~ H3(IR3, q]). In turn, lf ( Eq] lSa constant Lle algebra element,
then (J(A, E, w)I() == 0 on C if and only of ( = O. Consequently
- , I ,
gs(P)o = H3(IR 3 '1q]) . (3.10)
Summarizing this, we have I
Proposition 3.2. ", I
The symmetry algebra gs(P) decomposes into, I
gs(P) = gs(P)o EBq], (3.11)
and the topolo.gy ofthe Lie algebra gs(P)o is eJuivalent to the H3(IR3,q]) topology.
Corollary 3.3' \
The infinitesimal action of gs(P)o in P is free. I
Pro~~ppose that the infinitesimal action of '~OE g1(p)o has'a fixedpoint (A,E, '11). It
follows from (1.13) that ~o is covariantly constant wifh respect to the connection giveri by
A ...
, 'DA~O = o. I' (3.12)
Since the scalar product in 0is ad-invariant, this implies thatl~o(i)12 = const., and
I
This contradicts Eq. (3.10).
(3.13)
Q.E.D.
I
I
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(3.15) ,
(3.20)
(:3.19)
(3.17)
(3.16)
(3.18) ,
, Q.E.D.
and
\
t
I
I
\
I
I
The topology of the gauge group on non-comp~ctmanifolds with a Sobolev Lie algebra
has been studied in [4] and [14]. Here we ,adapt the approach of [4] to our case: Let the
structure group be G c Mt, where Mt denotes. the space of. kx k matrices, and let '
C~(IR3,Mt) be the space of smooth maps </>: iR3 -Mt which are constant outside
a compact set. The set C~(IR3, G) forms a group under a pointwise tnultiplication. W~
denote by e th~ identity in C~ (IR 3, G), that is th~ map associatingto each x E IR 3 the
identity in G. The norm 11.1183,given by (3.4), na;tutally extends to the space of Mt valued
maps on IR3. Therefore it also deflnes-a norm on the space C~(lEl3, G). '
One parameter,subgroups of C~(IR3,G) arepfthe form exp(t~), where ~ is in the
dense subalgebra C~(IR3, q)) of gs(P). The topol9gy of gs(P), given by the norm (3.4),
intro duces a uniform structure in C~ (IR 3, G), with!,a neighbourhood basis at e consisting
of the sets I
N€ ={exp(~) I~E Cr;o(IR3,q)), 1I~lls3< f} with f >0. . (3.14)
, '. I
In order to show that the completion of C~ (IR 3, G) in this uniform structure is a topo-
logical group, relatively to the canonically extendedlmultiplication, we need to show :
Proposition 3.4 ." . \' ,
The mapping exp(~) f---+ exp(O-1 is uniformly centinuous relative to NI' That is, for
every f > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that, for ev~ryexp(~) E NI,
exp(~)-lN6 exp(d
l
~N€ .
Proof \
Let</>E N€ c COO(IR3, q) then \
00 '11 '
</>= exp(O= l:_I~n ,
n=O n! 1
1
'. 00 n-l \ ,
. '( ""'""' 1 lk ( ) n k 1grad</>= grad exp Ü= 66 n! ~II grad~ ~ - - .
.' , n=l k::,::O- 1
Using the estimates of Lemma A.3 this implies that \
I
IigradcPIIH2 ::; exp(C1I~1183) lI,grad~IIH2
. I
'I
00' . I '
11</>11133::; ~~"(C1I~1183rl < eC€ • ,, 6n! I
n=O
For each ( E gs(P) we then obtain by using,Lemma A!1.3 once more:
11exp(f)-l ( exp(~)II133 ::; C211exp( -~)II1331!(1113311ekp(~)II133< C2e2C€11 (11133
" , - ,1'
This proves (3.15) wIth8 = ,f(CeC€)-2. \
1
I
\
1 '
and
, '
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\ .
" By a result of [24]' Proposition 3.4 impliesJhat the completionof c~(IR 3, G) in
this uniform structure is a topological group, rela~ively to the canonically extended mul-
, , I
tiplication. It is a Banach-Lie 'group, whose Lie algebra is canonically isomorphie to the
Banach:Lie algebra gs(P). In view of this we set: I
Definition 3.5 ,\ .
The group GS(P) of gaugesymmetries is the completion of the group C~(IR3, G) in
, I,
the u~iform structure defined by the topologypf the Lie algebra gs(P).
The exponential map exp : gs(P) ~ GS(P) baps the unit ball in gs(P) onto the
neighbourhood of identity given by the completio~ NI of NI' Since G is connected, it
follows thcl.t C~(IR3, G) is connected, and,GS(P) ~s connected. Therefore, GS(P) is the
union of the sets I
. . N~ = {4>I' 4>2..... 4>ml<PiENd. (3.21)
, " I "
The inequality (3.18) togetherwith (3.21) implies tqat, foreach 4>E GS(P),
, I
grad 4>E H2(IR 3). (3.22)
Moreover, since G is compact, it is bounded in M~, Iland the Sobolevemb~dding theorem
implies that each 4>EGS(P) is a bounded contin:uou~ map. Hence, 114>11133is finite for every
4>in GS(P). Wecan give an alternative characterization of the topology of GS(P).
Proposition 3.6 ' ",.' i . .
A sequence 4>k E GS(P) converges to 4>In GS(PI) 1£ and only If the sequence of maps
4> k : IR 3 --t G converges to 4>,in the topology deftned by the norm 11.-li 133. .
. , \, ,
'Proof .-_ 1 • ,
Suppose that 4>k 'converges to 4>in the uniform Itopology of GS(P). For sufficiently
largek, , I
4>k = 4>exp(~k) ,1 (3.23)
where the sequence ~k converges to zeroin the topolo~ öf gs(P). Theestimate (A.24) of
Lemma A.3 implies that I
.. ' 1, 00 .
II4>k- 4>11133:s; CII4>II133IIL ~! (~k)nll133 :s; PII4>I1~311- eCII~kIlB31. (3.24)
n=I I
For ~k --t 0 in the norm topology of gs(P) this converge~ to zero, whieh implies that 4>k --t 0
in the topology defined by 11.11133. I'
Conversely, supposethat l14>k- 4>11133--t O. Then I
I
Ile -: 4>-IePkIIß3:s; Ekl (3.25)
I
with Ek --t 0 'as k goes toinfinity. Eq. (3.23) yields 1
. I
~k = log(4)~I4>~) = - f= (e,-\4>-I4>k)n (:3.26)
. nn=I _I
I
I
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(3.27)
(3.30)
(3.29)
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I
I
i
I
for k slifficien~ly large.Therefore, by (A.24), 1
1
;1~kIlB'::::f (Clie - ~~<I>kiIB') n\:::: _ ~ log(l ~ Cfk)
n=1 ' ,
I
This implies that ~k ~ 0 in the topology of gs(P), and hence 1Jk ,~ 1J in the uniform
topology of GS(P). . \ Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.1 1 '
The action of GS(P) in P, given by (1.13), is cbntinuous and proper.
, ' 1
Proof. I'
Let 1Jn be a sequence in GS(P) converging to cP,and Pn = (An, En, Wn) a sequence
convergingtop = (A,E, W). From (1.13) we obtain by using the,estimate (A.23) andthe
fact thatthe inversion 1J f-'t 1J-l in GS(P) iscontinu?us: ,
I
11(1JnAn1J;;I+ 1Jngrad 1J;;I) - (1JA1J-l -1Jgrad 1J-l) IIH2 '. (3.28)
I
:::; II1JnAn1J;;1 -1JnA1J;;IIIH2 + II1JnA1J;;1-1JnAl1J.,-IIIH2+ II1JnA1J-1 -1JA1J-11IH2
" +111Jngr~d1J;;1 ~ 1Jngrad 1J-11IH\2+ II1Jngrad 1J-l - 1Jgrad 1J-:-IIIH2
:::;c (111Jnll~31IAn.,--AIIH2+ (111JnI163+ 111J1163)IIAlIIH2111Jn-1J1163 ,
, ' ' \
+111JnI16311grad 1Jn - grad1JIIH2 + II1Jni1J1I631Igiad1JIIH2)
Writing symbolically1Jp for the action of 1J on P, ankI (1Jp)A for its A component, this
implies that ,,1
1
" '
, II(1JnPn)A - (1Jp)AIIH2:::; C' (11An - AII~2 + II1Jn-1J-11163) ,
. - , !
since l1Jn1163is bounded. Correspo?dingly we estimate!i with(A.22) .and (A.23),
.. 11(1JnPn)E - (1Jp)EIIHI :::;C'(IIEn - EIIH~ +.I1J~ -1J-11163)
I1(1JnPn)w - (1Jp)wIlH2 :::;C'(llwn - WIIH~ + II1Jn-1J-11163) .
I
Therefore II1JnPn -1JplI ---t 0 as n -+ 00, which proves t~e continuity of the action.
Let Pn = (An,E~, wn) converge in P to p = (A, E, w), and cPn be a sequence in
GS(P) such that cPnPnconverges to p. It is to show that cPn converges, to cPE GS(P) and
p =1Jp. The argument used in [22] for compact domaihs implies that, for every compact
domain M C IR3, the restrictions 1JnlM converge in !H2(M) to a map1JM E H2(1\11).
Since, M, ~ M implies that 1JIM restricted to M cöinc~ldes with cPM, it follows that there
exists a continuous map 1J : IR 3~G such that 1JM is th~ restriction of 1J to M. The prbof
that grad 1Jn converges to grad 1J in the H2(IR 3) topolqgy is the same as in the compact
case,[22]. Hence, Proposition 3.6 implies that 1Jn convetges to 1J ir;t the uniform topology.
1 Q.E:D.
\
i
I
1
1
I
I
1
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I
I
~I
I
I
I'
I
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I
Let Co( IR 3, G) be the subgroup of C~ (IR 3, G) consisting of maps <p : IR 3 -7 Gwhich
are the identity in G ~utside a compact set. I .
Definition 3.8 , I
GS(P)o is the closure of Co (IR 3, G) in the uniform topology.
I
Proposition 3.9 '
GS(P)o is a closed subgroup of GS(P} with Li~ algebra gs(P)o.
, I
. Proof.
By construction, GS(P)o is a closed subgroup of GS(P). The result of Proposition 3.6
implies that its Lie algebra is the closure in the B3 tbpology of the Lie algebra Co (IR 3, 0))
of smooth maps ~ : IR 3,-7 0) with compact support.1 By Aikawa's decomposition (Lemma
A.1) and Eq. (3.10) this coincides with gs(P)o. I Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.10 I
The action of GS(P)o in P is proper and free.1
ProoL I
, Since GS(P)o is aclosed ~ubgroup of GS(P) which acts properly in P, it follows that
theaction of GS(P)o in Pis p~oper. In order to prov~ that theaction of GS(P)o is free we .'
observe ITom Corollary 3.3 that, the infinitesiina:l acti6n is free. Since G S (P)o is connected,
every'<p E GS(P)o is of the form I ..
<p . (exp6)' (exp6) ... 1(exP~n)
I
,for' some ~b ... ~n. in gs(P)o. Hence the action of GS(P)o is free. . ' Q.E.D.
. " !
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Proposition 4!1 '.' I
, The constraint set C = Jü1(0) is a smooth submanifold of the extended phase space
P , ,~andthe action of G S (P)o in P preserves C. I '
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
4. The reduced 'phase space and dynamical variables.
, I
, The constraint set C is the zero level of the 'mom!lentummapping for the Hamiltonian
action of the .grOlJpGS(P)o in P. According to Eq. 1(1.27) C =JÜ1(0) ",here Jo: P -7
gs(P)~ is given by the composition of the moment um map J :P -7 gs(P)' with the dual
of the inclusion map of gs(P)o into gs(P). I . , .
Since the Lie algebra gs(P)o has the Sobolev Hi(IR 3, 0)) topolog~, and its acti~n in
P is free, one canuse the general theory on moment um map constructlOns, ,[25]. A dlrect
proof 'of ,this result for Yang-Mills fields, given in [9]J extends without major changes to .
interacting Yang-Mills and Dirac fields. In particulat, Jo is GS(P)ö equivariant, which
implies
--~~~~--~--'--'~.---"---~-T---
\
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
, I
Since C is the zero level of the moment um Plap Jo for the Hamiltonian action of
G8(P)0 in P, it is natural t6 definethe reduced phase space I? as the space of GS(P)o
orbits in C, " :'
, I
I? = C/GS(P)b . (4.1)
1
We denote by' p : C -+ I? the canonical projectioTI; associating to each point p E C the
GS(P)o orbit through p. Since C is a submanifold ~f P, and the actionof GS(P)o in P is
free and proper, the characterizationof Theorem 4 'Iof[16] literally' applies the case under
consideration with the normal subalgebra h C OJ being the trivial algebra {O}.This implles
the following theorem, which is analogous to the ~esu1ts of Mitter a,nd Vialet obtained
linder different assumptions, [26]. I
I
Theorem 4.2 I
I? is a smooth' manifold, and the projection ma,p p': C 1--4 I? is a submersion. The
. I v, v
restrictions to C,of the forms O.and w on P ~pus~ forward, to P, giving rise to forms 0
and w such that ! '
I
- " I
OIC = 7r*O ,and wl~ = 7r*w , (4.2)
Moreoverw = diJ, and w is weakly symplectic. I!
, . .' I.
The full gauge symmetry group GS(P) preserve,sthe constramt set C, so one could
consider the space of GS(P} orbits in C as a candidaite for the reduced phase space. This
choice would not be as natural as the one we made, since theconserved ,quantities Je,
corresponding to,constant maps( : m3, -+ OJ need ri~t vanish. Conceptually,' dividing C
by GS(P) would be analogous to dividing C byall the symmetries of the theory including
translations and rotations in IR 3. Moreover, the actioJi ofGS(P) need not be free and theI ~
space C/GS(P) need not be a manifold. I '
!
I
\
5. Dyn~mical varia1?les. :
The most commonly discussed dynamical variables in Yang-Mills theory are energy, ~
linear moment'a, and colour charges, They correspond ~o time translations, Euclidean mo-
tions in IR 3 and gauge transformations;respectivelY.1
The time evolution inP is GS(P)o invariant, andl it induces aI-parameter group of
, - I
diffeomorphisms of the reduced phase spare space P. 'Ilhe modified evolution equations in
P are GS(P)o invariant and Hamiltonianon the constraint set G. The Hamiltonian H,
given by (1.31) is GS(P)o invariant, and it pushes forward to a function H on I? such that
I
H.(p(A, E, W)) = l !(E. E + B .B) + wt ,0 [,,,)k(ißk + Ak) + ml~d3x (5.1)
JJR32 !'
I
The time evolution induces aI-parameter group of symplectombrphisms of (I?, w) gener-
v' I'
a~ed by H. I
!
1
I
18 I
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I
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I
!
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Since GS(P)o is anormal subgroup of GS(p)II'- the quotient group',
. t - '
Colour(P) = GS(P)?GS(P)o (5.2)
eids iIl P. P~oposition 3.2 lmplies that its Lie alge~ra is isomorphie to CTJ, that is
colour(P) = gs(P)/ gs~P)o ::::CTJ : (5;3)
The acti9n is Ha.qliltonian with the momentum rrap, j :P -> colour(P)* such that,
J(IC = J(~] 0 p where (E [e]. Therefore, for each [e] E colour(P) and each pE P,
- 1
J(~](p) J<:;(p)\, (5.4)
, where (E [e] is the physical colour'charge labeled bt [e] Ecolour(P) in the classieal state
pE p-l('p). Eq, (L25) implies that I
I
. j(~](p(A,E,'lJ))=--,' 1 nE~dS 'v'(E::[e].
",' 500 I
Using Stokes' Theorem and the cori~traint equatiori ':wecan rewrite t'he expression for the
colourcharge as a volume integral I. . I
J{(I(p(A,E, iJ!)) =L, (-E. DA(+ f t (iJ!)d3x . V ( E [IJ (5.6)
It is 'the same expression as (1.18). The integrand on theright hand'side depends on the '
: c~oice of (E [e] ..However, due to theconstraint equ~tion(1.7), the integral dep~nds only
on the class [e] E colour(P).. I'.'
The expression (5.1) for the Hamiltonian is given by an integral over IR 3 in which
the integrands are GS(P)o invariant loeal functions~f the Helds. The same holds ,for the
expressions for the linear m?menta. Hence, these integrands push forward to' fUflctions
on the reduced phase space P describing physically observable quantities,. namely energy
density' and the linear momentum density. Sinee they are given by loeal functions of the
. ' I , ' I
Held variables, they satisfy loeal Poisson bracket relations. . .
'.' IE is tempting to consider the integrand on the rilght handside of (5.6) as a funetion
q[l;] : P -> Ll(IR 3) such that I
1
q(p(A,E, \l1)) =-E. DA(~ \l1te\l1
I '
describes the physical density of the eolour charge labeled by [eJ in the classieal state
p(A, E, \l1). For q(p(A, E, \l1)) to be weIl deHned it should be independent of the ehoice of
(A, E, \l1) in the GS(P)o orbit p(A, E, \l1) and of the cHoice of ( E le]. The right .hand side
of (5.7) depends on these ehoices, but it is invariant uhder the joint action of GS(P)o in
the orbit p(A, E, \l1) and in the eoset [er. Hence, q(p(A\ E, 'lJ)) is weIl deHned only if ( is a ,
. functibn of (A, E, \l1), '\. I . .
( = f[~] (A, E, \l1)" I
I
1
I
I
I
'I
I
I
1,
I
(5.9)
(5.10)
and
j
I
1
1
!
I
1
I
I . .
whichintertwines the actionof GS(P)o in the orb~t p(A, E, 'Ir)and the adjoint action in
[~]. In [11] we have shown . . I '.' .
Lemma 5.1 11
A function f[~] : C -[~l which intertwine~ the action ~f GS(P)o in the orbit
p(A, E, 'Ir) and the adjoint action in [~], that is .
I
, "I
1>-1 f[~](A, E, 'Ir}1>= f[~](1)-1A1>+ <j)-1grad1>,fjJ-1EfjJ, 1>\I!) (5.8)
- ", . . I
for every 1>E GS(P)o, can locally depend on the £leIds (A, E, 'Ir) only if [~] is in. the
centre of colour(P), \
If [~] is not in the centre of colour(P),' then e~ery choice of f[~l : C - [~] deperids
in a non-Iocal way on the £leIds (A, E, 'Ir). In this tase the corresponding colour charge
density q[~ldeperiäs also non-Iocally on (A, E, 'Ir). H~nce, upon quantization:, which maps
the Poisson brackets to the commutation relations UI!> to local Schwinger terms, the corre-
sponding quantum operator cannot be consi4ered an~ocal observable since it would violate
the locality axiom of £leId theory., '.
'. The aboveargument does not prevent observable colour charge density operators for
[~] in the centre of colour(P), if we choose f[~] depe~ding locaJly on (A, E, 'Ir). Actually,
the onlysuch choice is a c9nstant map, that is ( = f[d,](A, E, 'Ir) independent of (A, E, 'Ir).
Moreover, by (5.3), (E [~]implies that ( is a constant map froin.IR 3 to (Jj, and it follows
that the value of ( is in the centre of (Jj. In this case, for every Yang-Mills potential A,
.' I
1 -
I
1
!
q(p(A, E, 'Ir)) = 'Irt (~
I .
is the usual expression for the charge density of the matter £leIds. This suggests that the
phenomenon analogous to the con£lnement of non-cen~ral colour charges appears already
on tue classical level, [11]. .
. I" .
Appendix: Aikawa's decomposition and estlnia~es for Beppo Levi spaces
. Let S denote the Schwarzspace ofvector valued sbooth fast falling distributions on
IR 3. The Fourier transformation X r+ F(X) is a homeomorphism from S to 5 which
extends to a unitary map from L'J,(IR3) to L2(IR3). G~yen a vector field X E 5, we write
X = F(X) and split this £leIdinto 11
- - L -T IX = X + X I (A.1)
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1
(A.2)
(A.3)
_ (A.5)
I
1
1
,
where the respective components of _Xj ar~ given a$
. . I
.3" I
- L - kj '" - 'I(X (k))j = Tkf2 ~ kiXi!(k}
2=1 . I
-T ~(' k'k') - '-(X (k))j = ~ 8ij -'- I~rlgXi(k).
I
The Helmholt~ decomposition X = XL' + XT is defined via inverse Fourier transformation. . I .
, XL = F-:-1(XL) - and - X~ = F-I(XT) . (A.4)
1 .
Since IXL(k)1 ::; IX(k)1 we can estimate I
. - . I , •
IIXLllk'. = J (1+ Ikl2rlXLld3k::; J (1~ Ikl2rlXld3k= IIXllk. ,
I
and similar ly
Furthermore
IIXTllk. ::; IIXllk~ 'I'
I
I
(A.6) \
21
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F(div X) = L kiXi(k) and < F((curlX~I) ==' L EijzkiXj(k) .' '. (A.7)
- i=1 ; i,j=1
. This shows that XL arid XT are uniquely ~etermined\by div X andcur~ X, respectively. _
Let BL~(L2(IR3, V)) be the first Beppo Levi $pace ofdistributions with yalues
in a normedvector space V whiCh have' a square integrable gradient, [12]. The space
BL1(L2(JR3, V)) is topologized by the norrn , :
.', . I
IIgllß! = J Igld3x + IIgradgllL2 • (A.8)JEI '
Lemma A.l I
The space_BLI(L2(IR3, V)) has a direct sum decotnposition (Aikawa [13])
• . 1
BLI(L2{1R3, V)) = Bd E9 V (A.9)-. I
where V is considered as the space of constant fupctions from IR 3 to V and' Ba is
the closure of the space Coo (IR 3, V) of smooth COIIWact1ysupported functions in the
topology of B LI (L2 (IR 3, V)) given by the norm (A,.8). Moreover
I
Ba = HI(IR3, V) .. 1
1
I
1
I
1
1
I
I
. I
I
I
---~-- - --- ,-------
I
.. , ..,._,
j
i
Proof.
Given IE BL1(L2(IR~, V)), let In be a sequeilce in with grad In E CÜ(IR3, V) eS
h h ' I , ,suc t at . ".'
I
11grad In .,...gradlll£2I~O.\ ' . (A.I0)
Writing Y n= grad in, the Hel~ho1tz decompositi04:implies that Y n = Y*, and by (A.2)
3 I
CYj(k))n = 'I~JI'2L ki (Yj (k))n . (A.ll)
i=l I,
Since (Y(k))n ES we can perform a Taylor expansion at k = O.With Eq. (A.ll) we obtain
. . ,. ! - '
(Yj(k))n =bnkj + a(lkI2) (A.12) ,
.' I
where the sequence bn of Taylor coefficients is Cauch~, since the sequence Yn converges in
the L2 norm. Hence the sequence .:
, 3 1-
"hn(k) = 1:'2 ?=kj(Y)i(k))n . (A.13)
J=l I
'is uniformlybounded by a Cauchy sequence .dn in! a neighborhood of k = 0, that is
- .1 -Ihn(k)1 :S dn for Ikl < E. By an inverse Fourier transformation öf hn(k) we define
(A.14)
(A.15)
I
, I .
This implies that hn is a H1 Cauchy sequence. Furthermore, grad In = grad hn, so that
In = hn + Cn with Cn E V. By' Eq. (A.I0) implies that hn -'+ hin Hl(lR 3, V) and Cil. ---+ C
'. .' 3in V. Therefore hn -'+ hand Cn ---+ C in the topOlogy of BL1(lR , V), given by the norm
(A.8), and hence I = h + c. This prove the Aikawa's decomposition (A.9).
Moreover, by the, argument above, hn -'+ h also in the norm topology of H1 (IR 3, V).
Since CÜ(IR3, V) is dense, this proves that BO(IR3, V) F H1(IR3, V).Q.E.D.
I
I
I
I
I
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Let- the intersection of three Beppo Levi spaces be denoted by
, 1
" 3' 1 . '
•• B3(IR3, V):= n BLm(li}(IR3, V)) . "
m=l I
(A.16)
and topologized by the norm I
- \ '
11~1I83=1J~ld3X + Iigfad ~IIH2 .
BI,1 '
I
, (k17)
(A.18)
(A.19)
i
I
!
B3(IR 3, V):= H3(IR 3, V) EB V .
I
Moreover, each I' E B3 (IR 3, V) is continuous ancl.cöntimiously differentiable" and
I
11/11£00 :S CllfIIB31!.
Poposition A.2
,The space B3 (IR 3, V) splits into
PrOOL I
, ' Intersecting the decomposition(A.9) withthe twdBeppo Levi spaces BL2(L2(IR 3, V))n
BL3(L2(IR3, V)) implies that' " . I
1
' " '
. 3 . 13 '
. 1 = 10 + Cl' where 10 E H (IR! ' V) and Cf E V . (A,20)
, This establishes the decomposition (A.18) algebraic~~ly. Since V is finite' dimensional it
is a split subspace, and its complement is closed. T~is establishes (A.18). The Sobolev
imbedding theorem implies,that 10 is continuous and c~ntinuously <iifferentiable. Therefore
B3(IR3, V) C C1(IR3, V).' " 1
Moreover, the proNctions pr 1 : B3 (IR 3, V) --+ H31( IR 3, V) and pro: B3 (IR 3, V) --+ V
are continuous. Together with the Sobolev embedding1theorem this implies that
~' ' " ' ,
1 '
" I
1lfllß3 2: C(lIpr1/1lH3 + Ipro/l).2: C'(IIJoIIL~ + l:crl\2: C'lIlo:+ cfllLoo
This prove the estimate (A.19). !
(A.21)
Q.EJ),
(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)"
111. g1lH1:S C1llfllß311gllHl
,". J
111 - gllH2 :S C211fllß311g11 H2
11/- gllß3 :SC311/11ß311gllß3
Lemma A.3 I
, I ,", • •
'Let 1 and g be maps from IR 3 to, normed vector spaces, and 1 - g any pomtwlse
multiplication with values in a normed vector spadr If 1 E B3(IR 3, V) then
i
I 1(' 3 )Vg E H IR ,W, ,
I
Vg E H2(IR3, vV),
I 3( 3 )Vg EI B IR ,W .
23
I
I
,I
I
I
1
1
\
Propf. . 'I .
Since I E 83(IR 3, V) implies that 11/11£00is finite, it is obvious that
- "
Ilf • 91/£2 ~ 11/11£00Ilgl/£2 'lf q EH1(IR 3, W) . (A.f5)
With an appropriately defined pointwise product • ~n the right ha~d side wehave
• 1
grad (f • g) = grad (f) • 9 + IJ • grad (g) ; (A.26)
. . 1
For fE 83(IR 3, V) the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality a4d (A.25) imply that
I
Iigrad (f • g)ll£2 ~ I/grad II/L21Igl/£2 ~ 1I/IILooI/gradgllL2 , (A.27)
1
and hence by (A.19) 1
1
-.. 1
111. gllHl ~ 1//IILoo Ilgll£2 +l/gradfl/£2llgll£2 + 1//11\Loo Ilgradgll£2 ~ C11//1/8311g11Hl.
This proves (A.22kDifferentiating (A.26), we get
1
1
1
1
D grad (f. g) = D grad (f) • 9 + 2 grad (f). gra~ (g) + I. D grad(g) .
1
As above, 1E 83(IR 3, V) implies that
liD grad (]. g)IIL2 ~ liD grad/llL211gllL2 + 211~rad IIIL21IgradgIIL2.
. 1
+II/,IILoo I/D gradgll£2 .
(A.28)
(A.29)
Therefore, by (A.22) and (A.19),
1
1
• 1
11/. gllHz ~ C1l//IIß311gl/Hl + 2 11grad IllHl IIgllkl + 1IIIILooIigl/H2
- I
which implies (A.23). Finally the. estimates given above Iyield
1
. ,
1/1. gl183 ~ 111/1£00tlgld3X + IIIIIL~l/gradgIIH2 + 1/'~IILool/gradIIIH2
. 1 ,
.+ 21/grad IIIH1l/gradgliHl .
Since II/l/Loo :::; CII/IIß3 this proves (A.24).
(A.30)
(A.31)
Q.E.D.
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